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Tabulation begins today;
SAB decision reversed
By Joan Geill
Editor
Results ol last Wednesday's Student
Body Organization ISBOI elections
will be tabulated today and released as
soon as possible
But the validity ol the election has
not yet been determined
The ballots, which were impounded
twice, will be tabulated by the Election
and Opinions Board following a
decision by the Student Appeals Board
yesterday
That decision reversed an earlier
ruling by the Student Arbitration
Board iSABi that said the ballots
should remain impounded until the
validity o( the election is decided
The arbitration board said on
Saturday that since the mallei ol
election tabulation was brought belore
it. the ballots will remain impounded
until the validity ot the election is
resolved
THE APPEALS BOARD said the
motivation for challenging the election
should be independent ol whether a
candidate wins or loses the election
We do not concur with the Student
Arbitration Board that the vole count
should be withheld based on the
assumption that the vote count,
favorable or unfavorable to a specific
candidate might diminish his or her
motivation for challenging the
election.'' the appeals board's decision
reads
The board said the right to appeal is
open loanyone
A statement submitted to the
appeals board yesterday by the
Students for Better Government
iSBi; i ticket and the Oligarchy party,
said arbitration board's decision to
keep the ballots impounded is invalid
The Student Arbitration Board
overstepped its authority.'
the
plaintiffs statement said
"THE ONLY question argued belore
them i the arbitration board i during
the session was that ol SBO President
William Arnold's constitutional
authority to impound ballots under his
emergency powers, the statement
said
The arbitration board ruled that
Arnold has the powei to act in an
emergency situation but thai decisions
concerning elections rest with Election
and Opinions Board
Mike Klorio. senior i A&S' and chiel

counsel lor the plaintills. said
"Howevei. they went on to rule that
they themselves would order the
impoundment ol ballots Since no
arguments were presented lo the
Board on this separate issue, their
ruling goes beyond their authority
which is limited to deciding on
questions which have been ollicially
raised with them
Klorio relerred to Article V. Section
A. Subpomt :ta oi the University
Student Guide which says the
arbitration board will handle all cases
relerred to it by the dean ol students
No court can reach out and state an
opinion on an issue which has not been
directly presented to them The
substantive question ol ballot
impoundment wjsnot Klorio said
THE PLAINTIFFS' statement also
said there is no precedent in University
or state elections lor impounding
ballots belore a case challenging an
election is heard
Kred Hoffman, junior I B.A.I and
presidential candidate on the Student
Services Ticket iSSTi, Friday tiled a
complaint with the arbitration board
contesting last Wednesday's elections
The complaint was filed belore
Election and Opinions board began
tabulating votes and will be heard by
the arbitration board Thursday night.
Klorio also argued
II a challenge
to an election is established as grounds
for impoundment ol ballots, it would
become impossible lo conduct an
election Appeals procedures can drag
on tor months and il the ballots
remain unlallied no one would hold
oil ice and government would cease
He said that in considering elections
in the I nited States trust in people is
an elementary part ol democracy
It we don't trust the people we
wouldn't have elections at ill," he
said
A FOURTH ARGUMENT said vote
totals are germane to any decision on
the validity ol the election
It the election is extremely close,
minor irregularities could be
determining However, il all the
victors are leading by wide margins,
much greater discrepancies would
have to be proven in order to require
invalidation ol the election.' the
plaintiffs' statement said
Klorio said that if Student
Arbitration Board decides on election

complaints without knowledge of
which candidates are ahead, it easily
could throw out a clearly valid
election
Since Election and Opinions Board
has constitutional authority in student
body elections. Florio said, its
decisions should stand
However. Hal Watt, senior iA&S>
and chief justice ot the arbitration
board, refuted Florio's statements
Watz said Florio's argument that the
Young Socialist Alliance's charge that
last year's SBO elections were
unconstitutional isn't I precedent
The question of impoundment never
came up." Watz said
Florio also relerred lo the 1972 Ohio
primary, in which massive voting
irregularities developed in Cleveland
He said George MrGovern.
Democratic candidate lor president,
requested impoundment of ballots by a
federal judge pending an investigation,
but the request was denied
WATZ SAID THAT to compare SBO
elections with what happened in
Cleveland would belelonious."
Arguing Florio's lirsl point that
arbitration board overstepped its
authority. Watz said that since
discussion of impounding the ballots
was brought belore the board
Saturday, members had every right to
make decisions on the issue
I don't leel in any way we are
usurping the authority of Election and
Opinions Board.'' he said
Asked il the validity ot the election
could be affected by appeals board

decision. Watz said only the evidence
presented by Hoffman and the defense
at Thursday's hearing would be
weighed. He said ballot tabulations
have nothing to do with whether the
election is invalid
Watz said he thinks candidates on all
three tickets would profit if the ballots
.ii c not counted before Thursday's
arbitration board hearing
"Since we do have Hoffman's case,
it's the authority of the committee to
protect that case." Watz said.
He also said there is equal
opportunity for other person's to file a
oomplaint with the arbitration board
contesting Wednesday's election
"Student Arbitration Board can
decide to accept a case or not to accept
it if the evidence is redundant.' Watz
said
PERSONS WISHING to contest the
validity of Wednesday's election can
file a complaint with the arbitration
board either before or after Thursday's
hearing.
Those wishing to contest the appeal
board's decision that votes should be
tabulated immediately should contact
Dr. Kenneth Rothc. acting president.
The Student Appeals Board is
composed of Dr. Doris Williams,
assistant professor ol home
economics: Dr Doug Dave, assistant
prolessor of philosophy; Barb Dively.
sophomore tB.A ). and Steve Denner.
junior (B.A.). All members were
appointed by Arnold earlier tnis year
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Meir decides to try again
JERUSALEM i APi • Premier Golda
Meir withdrew her resignation
yesterday and will try to form a new
government for Israel by tomorrow.
President Kphraim Katzir announced
Meir. who had announced Sunday she
would not head the next government,
agreed to continue political bargaining
and try to form a government by a
deadline set for midnight tomorrow.
Katzir said
"Mrs. Meir informed me to my
delight that she will carry on her
efforts.
Katzir announced to

newsmen just about 24 hours after the
75-year old premier told her Labor
alliance she would not head the next
government
LABOR PARTY sources said earlier
that Meir had agreed to stay on as
leader of Israel's next government
after colleagues pleaded with her to
remain in power
"I wish her success," Katzir said in
a brief statement at his presidential
residence in Jerusalem
Meir, 75, who has been suffering

since the start of the year from
shingles, a nervous disorder,
announced her resignation after some
key factions of the Labor alliance
rejected her list of Cabinet nominees
The list contained six new faces,
including Yitzhak Rabin, a former
chief of staff and ambassador to
Washington, to serve as defense
minister in place of Moshe Dayan.
DAYAN'S REFUSAL to lake part in
the next Cabinet, In reaction to party
censure of his handling of the October
war. was one factor prompting her to

Sirica to hear report on Nixon's role
WASHINGTON 1AP1 • U S. District
Judge John J Sirica will hold a hearing
tomorrow to determine disposition of a
secret grand jury report said to deal
with President Nixon's role in
Watergate
The judge set the hearing for open
court after a meeting requested by
James D St Clair. Nixon's lawyer in
Watergate-related matters
"All interested counsel may state
their views regarding the disposition of

the report and recommendation filed
last Friday by the 1972 grand jury."
Sirica said after meeting with St
Clair. assistant prosecutors and
lawyers for H l< Haldeman and John
D. Ehrlichman
WHITE HOUSE deputy press
secretary Gerald L Warren confirmed
St. Clair asked lor yesterday's meeting
and added
Our position will be made known in

Winter commencement
to feature Sen. Mondale
Senator Walter Mondale. IDMinn. >, a possible presidential
candidate for 1976. will be the
featured speaker at winter quarter
commencement exercises March
16.
Dr. William C. Spragens,
associate professor of Political
Science, said Mondale is recognized
as one of the leading spokesman for
liberal Democratic senators.
"His (Mondale's) main
legislative interests are in the areas
of social legislation and the
problems of women and youth," Dr.
Spragens said.
He added that the national news
media has been giving Mondale a lot
of attention in the last six months.
Mondale has sponsored legislation
concerning campaign financing and
the energy crisis, including a bill
calling for the establishment of a
Federal Oil and Gas Corporation.
According to Mondale, the
corporation would "inject a badly
needed note of competition into this
huge and highly profitable
industry".
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open court I have nothing further lo
say at this time "
Earlier in the day Warren had said
there is no present intention" on the
part of the White House to ask that the
grand jury's report be withheld from
the House impeachment inquiry.
Asked whether the Presidents
lawyers planned to make any representations to Sirica, he said "not to my
knowledge."'
Alter the Sirica meeting. Warren
said he didn't know that St Clair
planned to request it "It he was."
Warren said, "he didn't tell me "
The judge's reference to the "recommendation" was the first public
(on in in.ii Km that the grand jury had
accompanied its report with a
suggestion of what should become of it.
THERE HAD BEEN published
reports that the jury asked it be
forwarded to the House Judiciary
Committee
Sirica did not spell out ths subject
matter ol the report in his brief
statement
The report, said to be in 50
paragraphs, was handed lo the judge
along with the Watergate coverup
indictments of H.H. Haldeman, John
D. Ehrlichman. John N. Mitchell and
four others last Friday. There also was
a satchel full of documents
Sirica told a reporter he spent part of
the weekend researching the law for
precedents to guide him in his decision.
Warren said the White House was not
aware what the report contained
BUT HE SAID, in reference to
reports last weekend that the grand
jury detailed Nixon's involvement in
the coverup, "presumptions are being
made that you gentlemen should be
very cautious about.
More indictments are expected in
the coming days from two other
Watergate grand juries.
It was believed that charges growing
out of the activities of the White House

Special Investigations unit,
particularly the foray for psychiatric
records of Daniel Ellsberg. would be
returned in midweek Others to follow
may be indictments for illegal
campaign contributions, political
espionage, the 18'i minute tape gap
and possibly more charges in the
break-in and coverup
SIRICA. WHO turned down the White
House last year in its bid to keep its
Watergate tapes and documents from
the grand jury, has a number of
options:
-He can turn over the report and an

accompanying satchel filled with
documents to the House Judiciary
Committee which is studying whether
to recommend impeachmenl to the full
House
-He can order the document sealed
and kept in the court's custody
-He can make it public.
-He can order the grand jury, which
has not been discharged, to make its
findings part of the indictment-perhaps even naming the President as an
unindicted co-conspirator should its
evidence warrant it.

announce that she was stepping down.
Aides said Meir twice postponed her
visit to the president's residence to
allow Labor party colleagues time to
convince dissident party factions,
primarily backers of Dayan, to support
her proposed cabinet list.
Before the Labor party sources said
she had changed her mind, top
ministers in the caretaker government
visited Meir at her home and, as they
left one by one, glumly told newsmen
she was adamant in her decision to
quit
AMID THE government crisis,
Israel's military command reported
that Syrian forces on the Golan Heights
fired bursts of artillery at Israeli
positions. The firing was the first
reported since U.S. Secretary of Slate
Henry A. Kissinger visited Syria last
Friday night, seeking a separation of
forces on the Golan plateau
Until a new government takes office
Meir's pre-election cabinet continues
as a caretaker government, and one of
its chiel jobs will be lo pursue
Kissinger-sponsored negotiations with
Syria
Political analysts said Meir's
resignation announcement might not
harm these talks, but in fighting in the
Labor party could weaken Israel's
hand in bargaining with the Arabs for
an over-all peace settlement

Stems to testify in own behalf
NEW YORK (API - Former
Commerce Secretary Maurice H.
Stans revealed through his lawyers
yesterday that he will testify in his own
behalf at his criminal conspiracy trial.
His codefendant, onetime Atty. Gen.
John N. Mitchell, has not announced
whether he will take the stand.
Stans' disclosure came after the
judge denied a defense motion for a
mistrial.
IN HIS OPENING statement to a
jury of eight men and four women.
Suns' defense chief, Walter Bonner,
said his client twice had voluntarily
gone before the grand jury that
indicted the two former Cabinet
members.
"Maurice Stans is going to rise
again, and he is going to speak a third
time, and this time he'll speak to you,"
the bushy-haired Washington, D.C.
defense attorney declared in a 55minute address to the panel.
Mitchell and Stans are accused of
accepting a secret
$300,000
presidential campaign contribution
from international financier Robert
Vesco.
In return, the government charges.

Mitchell and Stans tried to impede a
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) investigation that eventually led
to a $224 million civil suit, charging
Vesco with looting companies he
controlled at the expense of stockholders.
THE FIRST WITNESS as the third
week of the trial began, was recently
appointed SEC Chairman Irving M
Pollack. He testified for the
government on the origins and
background of the Vesco investigation
"Did Mr. Mitchell ever attempt to
influence you personally on any case
under your jurisdiction?" Pollack was
asked on cross-examination by
Fleming.
"No sir," replied the witness, who
was appointed SEC chairman Feb. 14.
In a 45-minute statement in
Mitchells behalf, his lawyer, Peter
Fleming Jr. said the government's
case was based on "suspicion and
innuendo."
ASIDE FROM a fleeting introduction
at a political gathering, Fleming said
Mitchell had never met Vesco.
Fleming sought to soften the Impact

of the $200,000 figure on the jury's
mind, declaring: "That $200,000 was
part of $60 million that was contributed
by the people of this country, obviously
some of them rich, obviously some of
them poor, to support the re-election of
the President."
Bonner brought a mist to Stans' eyes
when he described the former
commerce secretary as burdened
throughout the campaign by the illness
of his wife of 40 years The lawyer said
she was near death at times from a
blood disease so rare there were only
100 prior recorded cases in this
country.

Weather
Variable cloudiness and not so
warm today with chance el
showers la the morning. High
from upper 46s to mid S6s. Partly
cloady tonight, low la the Us.
Tomorrow Increasing cloudiness
and highs la the $6s. Probability ol
preelplutloa 46 per cent today and
16 per cent tonight.
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eprreRiaLS
federal indictments
begin new stage
The indictments handed down Friday by the Watergate grand jury
signal the beginning of a new stage in the investigation into the
Watergate scandal.
Indicted were HI! Haldeman. John Ehrlichman, and Charles Colson,
former White House aides; John N. Mitchell, former U.S. Attorney
General; Kenneth W. Parkinson and Robert C. Mardian, members of the
1972 Committee to Re-elect the President, and Gordon Strachan, staff
assistant to Haldeman and later general counsel to the United States
Information Agency.
All seven are charged with conspiracy to obstruct justice and all except
Mardian, with obstruction of justice, stemming from their alleged
activities to block the Justice Department's investigation into the
Watergate break-in and wiretapping.
The grand jury has charged the seven with using money to buy silence,
and of lying to FBI agents, the Watergate Grand Jury and the Senate
Watergate Committee.
The grand jury also has delivered a sealed report which may possibly
contain information about President Nixon's role in Watergate.
The President has strongly maintained his innocence of involvement in
the affair since the Watergate burglars were caught June 17,1972.
The many months of Watergate testimony and media reports have
finally erupted to the point where those who were allegedly involved in
the coverup attempts will be brought to trial.
Hopefully the trials will bring out the entire Watergate story, much of
which the White House has been trying to hold back for months.
With the indictments and the envelope concerning Nixon's possible
involvement, the grand jury has made a positive move toward getting to
the bottom of the Watergate case. If there is sufficient evidence to put
the President on trial, he must also face the grand jury.
It must be noted that the seven men have been indicted and not
convicted and therefore are innocent until proven guilty.
It is refreshing to see that the nation's legal system is finally getting to
the case
Hopefully, the trials will move swiftly and not be tied up for months
through appeals and other legal maneuverings.

nixon's role in
campaign '74
President Nixon told Republican leaders last week that he will
understand if GOP candidates campaign independently of him this year.
"I'm nol asking anyone to support me or oppose me," he said.
It could be wise if the whole American political system conducted its
business independently of the President in the 1974 elections.
The President has not only damaged the image of the Itepublican party
but also smeared the reputation of every politician in the United States
The credibility of government has fallen to great depths, and it may
never again rise from the abyss.
Nixon has said he wants the Presidency to survive, so he will not resign
under pressure from his party.
The question is, what more damage could the President inflict through
his resignation that has not already been brought about by his
administration''

rape crisis center-no $
By Kiren Sbermaa
Lauren Carter

Jane Almilead
Aggie Gorap
WOMEN Guest Student Columnists
It seems the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations does not
understand the purpose and function of
a rape crisis center.
It is evident that the committee
believes that the center would be In
charge of all psychological, medical
and legal counseling. This is wrong. We
are not passing as professionals, but
rather as a service line for rape
victims.
As a referral agency we would
provide the following services:
1) PAST rape victims and qualified
personnel would staff the center to
give immediate emotional support to
rape victims. With utmost con-

As a member ol the women's
bowling team which competed in the
ACU-1 tournament in Kent. I would like
to give my opinion ol the coverage of
the event in The BG News
I am extremely disappointed in the
way which The BG News dismissed the
accomplishments of the Bowling
Green representatives as either
infinitesimal or unimpressive
IT WOULD HAVE been nice to have
had the article l?l on the sports page
instead of above the classifieds I
realize that there is a shortage of space
but perhaps one of the numerous
advertisements which graced the back
page could have occupied the place of
distinction granted the tournament
article
At least that might have
acknowledged the activity of the
tournament as a part of an athletic
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THIS SHOWS A group effort and
consistently good performances in a
variety of activities This is in itself an
accomplishment considering the
mediocre support the University lends
to activities such as bowling! (able
tennis, bridge, billiards and chess
We were competing against schools
which apparently are not as concerned
with the amount of money made from

SI IN THE area of rape prevention
we have plans for a whistle alert,
women's shelters, a "safe route" home
for on and off campus students, and a
speakers' bureau for rape education.
For the first time in the history of
Bowling Green, women are taking a
stand against rape The female student
population pays their general fee.
We feel that some of that money
should be directed toward women's
programs Protection from rape is
more important than a winning
football team.
The expense of staffing the center
with professionals would be
tremendous. Besides, initially, a rape
victim does not need a professional,
but a sympathetic ear.
IT'S OBVIOUS that the University

cares little for the health concerns of
women students. How long did it take
to get a part time gynecologist?
We have been thoroughly
researching rape. Currently Ann Arbor
and Columbus have successful rape
crisis centers, operated by trained nonprofessionals.
We have been working in conjunction
with them in formulating plans for our
own center
The center was only one part of
WOMEN'S budget Also included were
a womens center, a speakers' bureau,
film festivals and coalition weekends.
THESE PROGRAMS would be
beneficial and educational to the entire
University community Previously the
association of Women Students
received general fee funds. Their
program, which included fashion
shows, were not as relevant as those
proposed by WOMEN.
Why were we refused funds?

Mike Vlnion
218 Of(enhauer Welt
Gael I Student Colamalsl

CERTAINLY NOT! FIVE GALLONS PER CUSTOMER, AND THAT'S Iff

Leirers
guerrillas
repulsive

I wish to comment on Wally Genutis
letter in the February 21st issue of The
HG News It repulses (he senses lhat
;t guerrilla group would kidnap and
threaten to kill a teenage girl to
accomplish its ends.

an activity as (he psychological and
physical good which benefils the
participants
Speaking only for myself. I would
seriously reconsider going to the effort
of again representing this University in
any activity
THE ONE THING that would
convince me to again compete would
be the satisfaction and pride ol
knowing that the efforts of not only
myself, but of everyone that went to
Kent (whether they placed or noti
contributed to a first place finish.
Even the poor recognition by The BG
News cannot detract from that

It is even more repulsive that Wally
Genutis would "commend our SLA
brothers" lor this crime.
IT SEEMS TO ME that those
organizations who tout violence as the
only solution lor society's problems
lack the foresight or judgment to
propose a more viable plan.
The exorbitant ransom demands and
the fact that Patricia Hearst is a
newspaper magnate's daughter makes
me suspect that the purpose of this sad
episode is to generate publicity for the
SLA and its leaders
Historically, violent movements of
both left and right have been accorded
many headlines But these groups,
from the Klan to the Weathermen,
have failed because the American
people recognize that beneath their
flowery rhetoric lies terror-an
ignorant, blind terror impossible for
the American conscience to digent
FOR THIS reason, the "popular
army" envisioned by Genutis will
never come about.
A campaign of violence to end social
injustice is as unrealistic as the
mythical war to end all wars "
Those who would kill and bomb to
cure society's ills would probably cure
a cold with a heart attack. This
analogy is valid, as the logic in both is
non-existent

VIOLENCE IS THE least common
denominator of human expression
Those who encourage its use to end
injustice advocate a giant step
backward in the development of our socalled "civilized" society
Dave Fleitz
321 Kodgers

Let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask, however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more
than four pages, triplespaced.
Toe News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 106 University Hall.

I would like to at this time point out a
few things that Jack O'Breza failed to
mention in as much as he was so busy
calling 5.000 students and supporters of
the Falcon cagers. dummies (Or
insinuating that the fans would be
dummies if they failed to cheer last
Saturday The choice is yours I.
Jack, since you more than likely took
it upon yourself to compare BG fans to
those fans at other schools, how would
you compare over our cheerleaders
here at BG?
IN MY OPINION, our cheerleaders
are easy to spot They're the seven
girls wearing the brown and orange
who stand at one end (South) of
Anderson Arena and model as
hatracks
As far as movements is concerned
forget it! And cheers that have the
ability to get the adrenalin running in
the hoopsters and fans, our
cheerleaders sorely lack.
Fans here don't pay any attention to
the cheerleaders for a reason -they are
dull and lifeless and reminiscent of
those high schools we have all left
behind.
Another matter to be considered is
that of the bands. Surely better, more
rousing music could be played than
"Roll Out the Barrel." which is fine if
you happen to like "Polka Varieties."
SINCE MUSIC is a good medium to
inspire different moods. I feel that
"Born Free" is a tune that we could
best do without It's fine for a concert,
but it leaves much to be desired when
played at a basketball game
Concerning the "gawking" that goes
on during pre-game warmups. maybe
you haven't sat through a junior
varsity game that started at 6: IS p.m
and stayed on to watch the varsity
game
The freshman team of 1971 was. on
paper, one of the top 10 teams in the
entire nation, if my information is
correct.
NOW THE same team members are
juniors and nowhere in the top 25
basketball teams in the nation. In as
much as we BG sports followers have
waited this long should let you know
thai we have the right to expect a
championship team.
The fault lies in some sports editors
shielding the cagers from their own
inconsistency. So maybe instead of
"5.000 dummies staying home," as you
suggest, maybe just two "dummies"
should just stay home, Jack O'Breza
and Kenny White
What do you think'

postal service killing magazines
By Allen Wiley
Retired Economics Faculty Member
Guest Columnist
Not satisfied with putting Look and
Life, along with some less widelyknown publications, out of business bydrastic increases in postal rates.
Postmaster General Elmer T. Klassen
is about to go gunning for more big
game in the publishing field
Until Saturday it cost eight cents to
mail a letter, up from three cents not
so many years ago. but the head of the
Postal Service wasn't satisfied with
that On March 2nd. the postage rate
for letters rose to 10 cents, a 25 per
cent increase

•me BG news
An lna«p*nd«nl Sh.afenl

endeavor
Out of over 30 schools which
competed in the tournament (from
Michigan as well as Ohiol Bowling
Green placed first mot second or
third i in total points.

3) IF DESIRED by the victim we
would send a team of two trained
women to her to accompany her in
medical and possible police investigation This is not counseling but
compassion, something you don't need
a degree to have
4) We would have lists of
sympathetic lawyers who would
represent the victim if she decides to
prosecute, and professional counselors

to care for a victim with long term
emotional problems because of the
rape

dummies,
stay home?

coverage downplays
first place bowling team
By Jean Atkln
811 Second SI.
Guest Student Columnist

fidentiality, these trained volunteers
would handle rape calls with the
qualifications of personal interest and
involvement in this ci ime
2) Information and medical
procedures and police procedures
would be immediately available. We
would not attempt to treat victims
ourselves or influence their decisionsjust give the proper information.
One does not need a Ph.D. in
Psychology or criminology to do this.

MAYBE AMERICANS won't write
quite so many letters, but most of us
will manage to live with the new rates,
and we'll probably figure that it's
useless to complain because the Postal
Service "has us over a barrel."
Around 40 years ago. when rates on
letters went from two to three cents,
there were many loud complaints from
the public about the extra penny.
First class mail rates had stayed at
two cents an ounce for nearly a
century, even through the bad
inflationary period of World War I.
Now the Service would scorn to
make a piddling one-cent increase In a

few years they may be programming
us for five-cent increments.
HIGHER POSTAL rates for the
same old service may annoy us
temporarily, but it won't be a matter
of life and death. With magazines the
situation is different
The death sentence is about to be
pronounced upon some of them, but
Mr Klassen is quite unemotional about
the whole business.
He's not in the publishing business
March 2nd was Black Saturday for a
good many publishers, many of whom
are already losing money Does
anybody care1
Our University is supposed to be a
center of learning and culture One of
the indispensable ingredients for
maintaining an informed public and a
problem-solving and rational approach
to life by educated people is not onlyfreedom of the press, but periodical
publications offering outlets and
encouragement for literary efforts,
dissemination of opinions, and strong
stimulation to use the upper terminus
of the spine for something more than a
halrack.
ON PAGE 54 of the February 25th
issue of Time Magazine is an item
entitled Postal Rates Up. Up, Up "
Every person interested in the future

of magazine publishing should read it.
In addition to hitting buyers of
postage stamps a wallop in the wallet
on March 2nd, magazine publishers are
scheduled to get a smack in their solar
plexus (subscription tally i on the same
day.
Many of them can't take it. If they
raise subscription prices enough to
cover the added costs, they'll lose too
many subscribers. Then more
advertisers will shift to TV, where
many advertisers from Life and Look
have already gone, and appropriate
tombstones for their enterprises will
be in order.
TIME MAGAZINE, whose
publishers have already seen their
beloved LIFE put to death, reports
that, at the end of our shortest month,
a new 40 per cent rate hike on
magazine postage will take effect on
top of a 145 per cent boost begun in
1971.
By 1976, rates are scheduled to be up
242 per cent above those of 1971. Have
you heard anyone complaining about
inflation' There's one for the book'
The only unanswered question now is
whether the American people will
stand for this. A few years ago
Congress got tired of trying to cope
with the dread disease of rate
expansionitis in the Postal System, and

gave it a charter for secession from
government control.
If you should write to your
Congressman to complain about
arbitrary rate decisions, you may be
told that nothing can be done because
the Service is now "independent."
FORTUNATELY, for us. the Service
is not quite as independent as the Arab
oil producers, who recently suffered an
acute attack of the same disease.
What Congress did to get the Postal
Service out of its hair, Congress can
also undo It is to be hoped that
students, faculty and staff at our
University will do something to try to
preserve America's literary heritage,
and nol just sit around with folded
arms in supine acquiescence.
All of us with any pretentions to
education or culture should be deeply
concerned over the threatened
curtailment of our sources of
information, discussion ane literary
expression.
Some of us might even seek to get
something of importance published,
only to discover the magazine market
so drastically curtailed that nothing
from a new writer could be got into
print, even with the help of a thricelubricated shoehorn.
IF YOU HAVEN'T the slightest

literary asperations. please have a
heart for those of your friends and
classmates who may have.
Furthermore, you might just happen to
change your mind.
In that case, how would you go about
getting long-deceased publications out
from under their tombstones, and
restoring them to life?
Please write to your Congressman,
preferably the one from your home
town A long letter won't be necessary
if you just clip this important message
and enclose it, along with your own
sentiments on the subject.
For further information on the
subject you might read an article in the
January. 1974 Reader's Digest: "Will
Congress Kill the Magazine Industry?
THOSE OF us who have acquired
gray hair by living, perhaps too long,
can remember an old saying. "While
there is life, there is hope."
Now that LIFE has been
determinedly banished from the world,
the old adage might be amended to say,
"Hope for the future will escape an
untimely death only as long as a
majority of us really care enough to
play the part of concerned citizens
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Play opens Main Auditorium
Preview By
Mark Glover
University Theatre will
raise the curtain on two new
works tomorrow night. One
of the works is the biggest
production in the history of
the department.
After seven months, the
Main Auditorium is finished
and will be the new home of
University Theatre's major
showcase productions.
The
Main Auditorium,
second
floor University
Hall, features a seating
capacity
of 610 and a
spacious lobby extending the
full height of the two-story
structure.
The
auditorium
is
equipped
with
staggered
seating arrangements for
better viewing, a modern
lighting system and improved
accoustical
facilities.

Still running
Mark
Dodosh.
junior
IB.A . A&S). is still a
candidate for Student Body
Organization iSBO) steering
committee.

Premiere
production

Burnt
thoulder in a scan* from "The Front PoflO." Tho production i»
tho first to bo proMntod in tho romodolod Main Auditorium.
Tho play run* from March 6-10. (Nowtphoto by Gono J.
Putkar)

Yesterday's
special
edition of the News said he
had withdrawn from the
election.
Dodosh is running on the
Student
Services
Ticket
(SST)

Prime Minister Heath resigns
LONDON
(APi
Conservative Kdward lieath
resigned yesterday alter 44
months as prime minister
and his arch rival. Lahonte
Harold Wilson, took over the
task ot trying to form a new
minority government
A terse Buckingham
Palace
statement
announced Wilson s appointment as prune minister He
previously headed
the
British government Irom
1964 until Heath s Con
servatives detealed Labor in

the 1970 general elections
THE CHANGE ot govern
men! became eltective Iroin
the moment Wilson kissed
Queen Elizabeth s hand m
the private audience room
on the lust floor ol the
palace
His wife Mar)
waited in ■• room nearb>
THE WILSONS drove
Irom the audience directly
to Id Downing Street the
residence ol Britain's prune
ministers Only two hours
earlier Heath had left to

tender his resignation to Ihe

queen
We vc got .i job to do.
the pipe smoking Wilson
told .1 crowd ot well wishers
We can only do that job as
one people 111) going to do
thai job now
Moving men were taking
Heath's
personal
possessions out Ihe back
dooi ol the prime minister s
residence
The
Wilsons
planned to move in today
THREE DAYS earlier
W llson'l l.abonles nai rowlv

deleated Ihe Conservatives
in national elections They
took more seats in the House
ol Commons than the Con
seivatives-301 to 296-but
neither won enough tor a
majority in the US-teal
House
FOR THREE days Heath
sought to form a coalition
government, but he linally
had to relinquish the
government when Jeremy
Thorpe's Liberals, with 14
seats, relused his oiler.

THE NEW
building
combines modem design
with contrasting color
patterns to make it attracUve and provide a relaxed
atmosphere for the theater
patron.
Sweeping architectural lines and varying
shades of yellow and dark
blue provide the effect.
A classic American drama
will inaugurate the auditorium. "The Front Page."
a comedy by Ben Hecht and
Charles
MacArthur.
presents a challenge in set
design and weaves a story
concerning a piece of
Americana in the 1920s.
The fourth production of
the winter quarter exhibits
the trials and tribulations of
a group of big city
newspaper reporters during
the era of William Randolph
Hearst
The
nostalgic
production looks at the time
of cigar chomping editors
and shouts of "tear down the
frontpage'''
The plot deals with
reporters' Droblems of

keeping up with the fast
pace of life In the city and
beating a deadline at the
tame time. This results In a
bunch of hard-nosed
characters providing much
laughter with their antics.
DR. F. LEE Miesle.
speech department chairman and play director, has
called the work "an irresistible comedy which has
achieved a special place for
itself in the American
theater."
"The Front Page" has
appeared on Broadway in
New York City as a play and
later as a revival. Through
the years, the comedy has
had some notable players in
its cast including Helen
Hayes, Lee Tracy, Robert
Ryan, Ray Walston and
Dorothy Stickney.
In addition, the production
has garnered some impressive reviews from the tough
New York critics.
The New York Times
called the play "gorgeously

melodramatic" and "one of
the funniest and most
exciting of all American
playa"
The
New York Post
said the comedy was "vital
and delightful." This review
alto said that "The Front
Page" can be categorized as
"a classic
American
comedy."
TO BE seen among the
large cast of characters in
the play are Nicholas
Ruggeri. junior (Ed), as
Hildy Johnson. Sonny Bell,
graduate student in theater,
as Walter Burns; Nancy
McCann. sophomore tEd.).
as Peggy Grant;
Amy
Zimmerman, senior (Ed.).
as Molly Malloy; and Joe,
Russo, graduate student, as
Mr Pincus
Settings for the production
have been designed by John
H. Hepler. associate professor of speech Period
costumes
have
been
designed by Mildred D Lit.

assistant
speech.

professor

Tomorrow
night's
premiere of "The Front
Page" will be restricted to a
specially invited audience
with curtain time at 8 p.m.
The play will be open to
the
public.
Thursday
through Sunday with curtain
times at 8 p.m. nightly.
THE BOX office for "The
Front Page" is on the first
floor University Hall next to
The Joe E Brown Theatre
Tickets may be purchased
daily from 11 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. and after 7 p.m. on performance evenings.
Admission is 25 cents for
University students with ID.
50 cents for high school
students and children and
SI.50 for non-student adults.
Money-saving group rates
and Bargain Books are
available For reservations,
phone 14191 372-2719.

newsnotes
Kidnaping

WOBURN. Mass. (AP) -Thedriver
of a truck containing assorted meat
valued at 150,000 was kidnaped
yesterday, and his truck and the meat
were missing, police said.
Officers declined to identify the
driver, except to say he was from
Waterloo, Iowa.
Police said he drove the meat from
Waterloo to a Rath meat packing
plant at the new industrial complex
here.
They said he was grabbed at
gunpoint, placed in a vehicle, and
freed about two hours later at a
playground
in Everett near the
Boston line.

Nixon poll
PRINCETON. N.J. (AP) - Public
approval
of
President
Nixon's
performance in office has again
slipped to within one point of his alltime low of 26 per cent, according to
the latest Gallup Poll

Twenty-seven per cent of those
adults
polled
in
two
surveys
conducted Feb. 8 to II and Feb. 15 to
18. approved of the President's
performance, while 63 per cent
disapproved and 10 per cent were
undecided.
In a previous poll taken Feb. 1 to 4.
the approval rating was 28 per cent,
two points above Nixon's low point of
26 per cent recorded in mid-January.
Four polls this year have been at the
27 per cent approval level.
A combination of the last four
surveys showed that the President
continues to win his highest approval
from Republicans, Southerners and
Protestants.

Grammys
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The melody
of the Grammy Awards lingers today
for the winners-Roberta Flack,
Stevie Wonder, Bette Midler and
more.
Members of the National Academy
of Recording Arts and Sciences

celebrated the year gone by with a
gala show Saturday night
They chose "Killing Me Softly With
His Song." a musical tribute to
music, as record of the year, and its
artist. Roberta Flack, as top pop
female vocalist. It was the second
consecutive year Flack won the
record of the year award.
The prestigious
"album of the
year" citation went to Wonder, the
blind composer-singer-musician for
"Innervision." He claimed the most
Grammys of the show-four in all.

Ohio crude
MARIETTA l AP) • At the height of
the nation's fuel shortage, part-time
oil tycoon Darrel L. Schultheis can't
get rid of all the crude oil he
produces.
It's not much of a problem for the
Marietta
insurance
agent
who
spends weekends and his Wednesday
afternoons off running the Schultheis
Oil Co. He doesn't have much of the
product to sell.

LASALLE*S
Texas Instruments Calculators...here are two accurate
and quick solutions to your income tax problems, at Lasalle's.

portable with easy-to-read
8-digit display

only 69.95
Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides;
chain or constant operation; full floating decimal. AC adapter/charger. Operates on battery or house current.

Get out from under it at McDonald's.

electric desk model
with 10-digit readout

only 79.95

■McDonai

Adds, subtracts, multiplies,
divides instantly. Performs
mixed calculations in chain
mode. Negative sign; entry, and
calculation overflow indications.
Solid-state components are
trouble-free.

LASALLE*S
1050 S. MAIN
1470 E. WOOSTER

139 S. Math Street
Bowling Green, Oh.
Student Accounts Available,
Open tnd Charge the
Same Dry

of

'■
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Miners' strike in second week
CHARLESTON, W. Va.
(AP> - A itrike by midAppalachian coal miners
that has already cost steel
mills and utilities about one
million tons of coal dragged
into its second week
yesterday.

Cedar Point and Lok*
Eri.
Railroad
m.n
workod throughout
HSo winlor getting til
rotlorod
anginal
roody (or tho May
It
opanlng ol the
Sanduiky rotort. All
roplacomont parti ort _
mad* by »h* tkiltod
railroad man who**
goal it to k**p tho
•ngin*t in
porfoct
work ing
order.
(Newtphoto by Gerte
J. Putkar)

ago as a protest of tight
gasoline supplies and state
and federal restrictions on
gasoline deliveries and
sales
A West Virginia Coal
Association spokesman said
the strike in the southern
end of the state was still
idling some 20.000 men. The
daily production loss was
estimated by the industry
group at 200.000 or more
tons, meaning more than
one million tons of
production has been lost
since the strike began
GASOLINE SUPPLIES in
the area were described by
officials as adequate after
deliveries to most stations
of March allocations and a
special weekend allocation
of 650.000 gallons. Some

The shutdown began
yesterday to affect other
industries, with layoffs by
one railroad.
Miners, many of whom
must commute up to 100
miles daily to their jobs,
began the walkout a week

Cultural Boost brings
Albert Brooks, BTO

HELP WANTED!
Drive For Domino's
Flexible Part-time Hours

352-5221

Cultural Boost will
present two concerts this
week.
Albert Brooks will present
his concert of comedy at 8
p.m. tomorrow in the Grand
Ballroom. Union.
His act includes slapstick,
topical and insult humor and
situation comedy. He has
appeared on the Dean
Martin, Johnny Carson.
Merv Griffin and David
Frost shows
"The Ship.' a folk-rock
band will appear with
Brooks Concert tickets are
12 and may be purchased at
the Union Ticket Office or at
the door.

The Bachman and Turner
Overdrive
i BTO >
McKendree Spring concert
will be at 8 p.m. Friday in
Anderson Arena
The BTO has released two
albums, including Bachman
and Turner II which has
become one of the top 50
albums in the country
Electric folk-rock group
McKendree Spring will
feature an electric viola and
Moog synthesizer
The Whiz Kids from Ann
Arbor also are on the bill.
Tickets for the Friday
concert are $4 25 at the
Union Ticket Office and 15
at the door

ATTENTION
All Interested Women
Sign Up For

Spring Sorority Rush

Powder Puff

In Room 440
Student Services Bldg.

525 Ridge St.

From 9-12 and 1-5

West of McDonald

The Office of the
Registrar is mailing partial
schedules this week. Cary K
Brewer, director of
registration, said yesterday
Scheduling of partials will
begin today and run until
March 12, with priority
given to students with the
most hours earned
Starting today through
Friday scheduling will be
held in the h'orum cil Student
Services Irom 10 a m to
4:30 p.m. for in person calls

and 4:30 to 9 p.m. for
telephone calls
ON MARCH 11 AND 12,
the partial scheduling staff
will move to the Grand
Ballroom. Union, and be on
hand from 8:30 am to 4:30

p.m.

By Friday, complete
schedules will be mailed to
Bowling Green addresses.
Brewer said
On March 13 and 14.
change of schedule for all
students will begin at 8:30

Get mlo what's happening . , . lustrous
Anlron* IN nylon tricot color-matched
body things Start with Vassarette's
Prelty.Babie' undershaper demi-bra . . .
contoured so subtly with fitter fill
Complete the pretty picture with this
matching bikini .. . and baby look at
you now! Bra Style 1230:
A 32 36, B.C 32-38 $6.
D$6.50. Bikini 4-7 $150

ROLE OF
BUSINESS IN
GOVERNMENT
REFORM
Harvey Kapnick
- Chairman, Governmental Affairs Committee
\ational Chamber of Commerce
■ Chairman, Arthur Anderson and Company
\ational "Rifi 8" Public Accounting Firm

Bowling Green State University
Union, Historic Suite
MARCH 5 TUESDAY
8:00 p.m.

Announcements for
the March 16 commencement are on sale
at the University Bookstore.
Candidates are reminded to place their
orders for caps and
gowns immediately.

am in the Grand Ballroom
Drop-add will remain open
until 4:30 p.m. for in-person
calls
During spring break,
students can change their
schedules by going to the
Registrar's window in the
Administration Building
Beginning March 25.
change of schedules will be
handled from 8:30 a.m., to
4 30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom Drop-add ends
March 29

DOUBLE DOUGH
FREE TONIGHT

$2.00 Registration Fee

0U NAME IT,
'VE GOT

FASHION SCOOP..
PRETTY BABIE' COL

Graduation

Mailing of partial schedules,
drop-add registration begins

r

f\6ssa

as a protest ot tae snort
hours during which moat
stations are open and the
state's quarter-tank rule,
under which a motorist can't*
buy gas unless he's down to
his last quarter of a tank.
Some of the groups
meeting over the weekend
decided to put out pickets to
make sure mines did not
reopen.

stations opened on Sunday
for the first time since last
fall and state police at
Welch said weekend traffic
on area highways was fairly
heavy.
Critics of the miners have
asked how they can strike to
protest short gas supplies at
the same time they are
driving their cars to
meetings and picket lines.
One coal miner, however,
pointed out that the men
were able to buy gas now
because the strike enables
them to be at gas stations at
times when they normally
would be at work
underground
Groups of miners met
during the weekend and
decided to continue the stayat-home movement, mostly

JUSTASKFORIT.

352-5221

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

ALBERT BROOKS
Comedy Concert

Houses & Apartments
For Rent

with music by the Ship

FOR SUMMER & FALL

BGSU Union Ballroom - 8 p.m.

FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378
10-5 DAILY

General Admission $2 00 Union Ticket Office
Members $1.50
March 6 1974

Sponsored by CUL TURAL BOOS T
)

Jewish Students
Are Invited To Participate In A

COMPLETE LINE
OF

Community Seder

WOMEN'S & MENS

Nominal Charge

SADDLES

Sunday, April 7th
If Interested, Call 352-7429 By March 13th
^ *^~^*^-*^~^»^~^»^»^»^»^«^»^«^»^»»^~g~^-«^«fc»i«^»>^i«^»»i«^i«^«»»«^«#

from

<®dMi)8a?
low-cost

BASS, CONNIES,
DUNHAMS
NOW IN STOCK

London

STOP IN AND
TAKE A LOOK
AT SOME OF
THE NEW SPRING
STYLES

nik! % booteru

Departures June 7
through September 14
from Cleveland, Columbus
Dayton, Toledo or
Pittsburgh

AAA WORLD-WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY
corn

Everyone's travel headquarters

414 E. Wooster St.

352-5276

SWP candidate says Graham
has double standard on abortion
BUiy Graham. Richard
Nixon and the Pope support
subjugation of women by opposing women's liberation
and abortion. Carol Knoll.
Socialist Workers Party
(SWP) candidate for Ohio
Attorney General, said
Sunday night.
Knoll, a student at Cuyahoga Community College,
spoke in the Union on abortion, child day-care centers
and the SWP philosophy
THE REAL reason for
Pope Paul's stand against
abortion was "to retain the
sexual oppression of women
by keeping them subservient
in the house.'' she explained
Knoll discussed what she
called
Billy Grahams

double standard
abortion."

on

consent of parents in an
abortion case.

"Graham says killing in
any form is wrong and he
decries abortion." she said.
"Yet he supported the war
in Vietnam and has advocated the death penalty for
certain crimes."

BIRTH CONTROL has not
been a viable alternative to
abortion, said Knoll.
"Capitalist pharmaceutical companies find
developing a birth control
pill without side effects
unprofitable due to the high
research costs," she
explained.
SWP favors free day care
centers. "It's cruel to the
children and cruel to the
mothers to fight against
child care centers," said
Knoll
Black and Puerto Rican
mothers are forced out of
jobs for lack of provisions to
care for their children while
at work, Knoll pointed out.
The nuclear family structure "arose In capitalism for
economic solidarity. It's a
way of transmitting
property," she said.

Although abortion is legal.
Knoll advocates free
abortion service to "stop the
back alley methods" for
those who cannot afford the
operation
Her party opposes two
bills pending in the Ohio
House restricting abortion
rights One calls for sterilization of women with two
children The other require

A RETURN to a society
where "we will affiliate
with people naturally
Instead of in a structured
setting." is SWP's goal, she
added
Knoll sees "a profound
radicalization taking place
in this country " She cites
public indignation to the
energy crisis, the violence of
the truckers' strike and the
coal miners' strike as
examples
"If you'd have asked

people who they thought the
criminals in society were
years ago, they'd say Al
Capone and the Mafia." said
Knoll.
"NOW THEY'LL tell you
It's Nixon and his administration, and they're finally
right." the said.
SWP's campaign is "a
way of demonstrating our
programs as compared to
the Democratic and
Republican parties." she
said.
Her party will not abandon
its ideal of social revolution,
however.
"We just are trying to
show people that the
democratic process has
nothing to offer them and is
not a real alternative to
those not in power," said
Knoll

First aid

Group to study four-doy week
The University Task
Force on Energy Conservation decided yesterday
to investigate the possibility
of a four-day week for
summer quarter.
George Scherff. associate
professor of industrial
education and technology
and task force chairman,
said, "A survey will be sent
to budget administrators
telling them the committee

is ready to recommend a
four-day week for summer.
"They will be asked how it
will affect each of the areas
and to justify their views it
they don't think they can
switch to a four-day week."
he said
J. CLAUDE Scheuerman.
vice president for operations
and ex-officio task force
member, said a four-day

Survey shows families place
crisis blame on oil companies

Sitting back and enjoying the dryness of his
window lodge nook is Marv Gassier, junior (Ed.).
Ho sought shelter from one of yesterday's
premature spring showers. (Newsphoto by Gene
}. Puskor)

—

NEW YORK (API - A
majority of American
families surveyed by a
consumer research organization feel the oil companies
bear the biggest share of the
blame for the energy crisis.
Most families also believe
the problem is being
exaggerated and they say
they are not getting
accurate or complete
information about the
situation, said the survey
which was released
yesterday
The poll was taken by the
Home Testing Institute of
Manhasset. NY., a market
research organization. The
institute mailed questionnaires to 500 families of
different income levels,
ages and regions selected
from among 60.000 households on the organization's

Deon of Firelands foresees
growth in degree programs
A dormitory at Firelands''
Dean M. Douglas Reed,
dean of the commuter
campus, recently said he
sees no reason why
enrollment at the two-year
institution can't increase
substantially in the years
ahead And a residence hall
may house students who
"overflow"' Irom the
University's main campus.
For unlike the main
campus, the University's
Firelands campus has no
enrollment ceiling.
"We have tremendous
potential but the problem is
knowing exactly where we
should grow. ' said Dr.
Reed. "We haven't
scratched the surface on the
types of programs we might
offer"

Firelands now offers prebaccalaureate programs and
associate degree programs
in general studies, applied
science and applied
business.

He plans to survey
business and industries in
the area to see what
business qualifications they
expect. The survey is
expected to take a year.

EVEN THOUGH Firelands is not a technical
school. In Reed said the
applied science program has
been responsive to student
needs in providing studies in
environmental technology,
electronics engineering and
electro-mechanical design.

"I'm trying to get a feel
for what people want
Firelands to be." said Dr.
Reed

roster
RESPONSES
were
received from SH families,
but not all the families
answered every question so
the pecentages don't add up
to 100.
Among key findings:
-Almost half the families
surveyed said the energy
crisis had caused them to
change their thinking about
vacation plans and 8 per
cent said they would simply
stay home. Of those
planning to travel, most said
they would still use Jie car.
--There has been an
increase in the number of
people using car pools to get
to work, but 74 per cent of
the male heads of
households and 70 per cent
of the working wives still
drive to work alcne
The oil companies and the
government came in for the
most criticism on the energy
crisis. Sixty-seven per cent
of those responding said the
oil companies were "very
responsible" for the energy
crisis; 26 per cent said they
w,ere somewhat responsible;
and only 3 per cent said they
were not to blame at all
FIFTY-EIGHT per cent of
those surveyed said
government planners were
very responsible for the
crisis and 40 per cent said
President Nixon was the
man to blame Only 21 per

No Bull

Since he took over as
administrator of Firelands
Jan. 1. Dr. Reed has been
meeting people from the
area and conducting surveys
to find out what the area's
academic needs are.

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor

WAITERS &
WAITRESSES NEEDED

No Need For
A Subpeona!

Apply In Person

Hours Vary 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

1004 SOUTH MAIN
•4M

T.O.'f — FOR JACKETSI

PLAIN JACKETS ^k^,.
Fraternity & Sorority Jackets
T.O.'S Campus Corner
Everything tor Your everyday Nfds

ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL

cent of those replying said
the Arab governments were
very responsible for the
energy crunch, although 58
per cent said they must
share part of the blame
A majority--55 per cent--of
those replying said they
believed information about
the crisis is being
exaggerated. Eight per cent
said they thought the
problem was worse than
they had been told and 32 per
cent said the information
was pretty accurate.

week would decrease use of
air conditioning because
units could be turned off
from Thursday night to
Monday morning
A four-day week would
generate added energy
savings because students
would take advantage of the
long week* nd to go home or
leave campus. Charles Codding, assistant director ol
buildings and facilities and
task force member, said.
Robert
McGeenin,
coordinator of space planning, told the committee a
four-day week lor both
students, stafl. and administrators' is feasible, but cited
problems to be resolved:
-five-hour courses thai
normally meet five days
during summer sessions.
-scheduling
workshops.

of

k
k

-•personnel, particularly
female classified, arranging
for babysitters.

TULS9AY
FAMILY

H»
Complete Steak Dinner
4 'til close

Ponderosas famous $1.69 Family Steak Dinner
with baked potato, crisp tossed salad and roll.
All for just $1.29, every Tuesday from 4 o'clock on.

F0NDER05& STEAK BOUSE
Applications for the

1975 KEY
Editor

Sell your books, records,
and tapes directly to other
students at the

are now available

B.G. Co-op

at the Key Office,

lOOCentrexBldg.
(Behind Univ. Hall)
Open 12-4 Mon.-Fri.

k

Before It's Too Late!

k
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special

-faculty access to their
offices;
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PAGLIAIS PIZZA

- FAST SERVICE -

Oory KaMt, h##o trw§n#f •*> tfw uintofK ##pMTmofVt,
technique of rraotwMa a Ufj injury utinf a Itv. meciel diagrammed with ink His
lecture was port *f a professional day ip—wired by the women's physical
education honorary, Delia Pel Kappa. (Nowphots by Qone J. Pvsfear)

310 Student Services
Building

SCHEUERMAN said. "A
four-day week is a more
viable alternative than
consolidating classes and
closing down buildings for
the quarter "
Other subjects discussed
by the task force were: the
rearranging of evening
classes to reduce the

number of buildings used,
the possibility of scheduling
classes from 5 p.m.-9 p.m. to
utilize facilities between 5
p.m -6 p.m and save energ;"
between 9 p.m-10 p.m.;
requests for new air conditioning units, and postponement of starting date
for existing central air conditioning systems.

SAVE THE NEWS
STILL LOOKING FOR A
PLACE TO LIVE THIS

SUMMER & FALL?
IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE
WHY WE HAVE THE
i BEST APARTMENTS
IN TOWN.
jSEKEnci itssfsa ifcifrs; issorai $z SKE iQOQB§s&

j^^" BEDROOM FURNISHED
§
APARTMENTS

Iknmin/ume JJ ~ T; ~ ™ ~ 53! 5? ~ 33STJ! 57 ^7 3? V>F
853 NAPOLEAN RD.
SUITE 5
For Info Call 352-6248
OPEN 9-5 DAILY

Alpha Phi Congratulates
Their 24 Phi-Antastic
Actives:
Shirlee Carpenter
Nancy Copenhauer
Rochelle Deanna
Debbie DeMarco
Marge Dorman
Lori Ferraro
Debbie Graves
Kandy Kovach
Kathy Miller
Linda Miller
Jerry Moormeier
Karen Ogle
Jan Pione
Donna Ratusz
Mary Rosser
Patty Ruof
Jaynie Seed
Dawn Shepp
Connie Shipley
Jo Ellen Smith
Sylva Surratt
Debbie Tron
Debbie Warnre
Eileen Yawberg
MWW¥IMNM#WW«WWWMMAMMAMMMMr*)l

Pag* «./Th. M N»ws, Tuwtoy, Match S, 1*74

r tte right to (wnrt
quantitm Pnoes and rtimi
tftaxtne at Krojtf •*> Mttro
8oa*n| Gftn on* Man Mncn 4
inn, Sun tteicn 10 Mont
SOU to ckMleri Cooytifht
1974 rh» Ktcaj*. Co

SHOP THIS WEIR
fr.8. • ■•
Ho.dHII
Dtllv.r.. T.
Yoir D»or
If YM DICVI 6*1
Vtir Co»v Aik
For On At
Tk. Start Office

Schools, agency times available

Interview sign-up continues
Sign-ups'for the following
school and agency are still
available in the Placement
Office. Student Services
Bldg
SCHOOLS
M.-\ unit;
West Clermont (O. I Lcl.
Schls. --Librarian
Supervisor-Media Specials
wteaching experience.
EMR, EH. LD: Sec: Voc
Bus Ed . Home Ec.. (hem
Physical Sci., Gen Sci.. Ind
Arts. Math. Physics. EMR:
Elem. & Sec. Counseling
wteaching
Kettering tO I Bel ol
Educ.--Spec
Ed. and
Guidance

West Clermont (0.) Lcl.
Schls -See March 6 listing
••Milford (O.) Exempted
Village Schls -Elementary
i Also interviewing March

Summer camp
jobs available

acceptable
preferred are
Music. Home
Working with

but areas
Klem . Sci.
E , & HPE.
Sth and 6th

graders. New group each
week. Salary is board plus
$300 for entire stint.
Key. "Eveningsalso.

•l

MARCH 12
East Cleveland (0 l Bd of
Ed -Immediate opening for
Voc. Educ. includes Gen
Clerical & Steno; for Fall:
Math. Sci . Bus & Voc. Ed.
Thomas Kdison Schls
lO.i-TMti
AGENCIES

Have a drug or related problem?
Call Karma, 352-2225.
io»

>oooooo

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

MARCH7
High Hope Girl's Camp
(Near Angola, Ind I -Immediate position at an edu
cational camp for counselor

Abortion panel planned
The pros and cons of
abortion will be discussed by
a five-member panel at 8
P in tomorrow in IIS Edu-

beginning Apr 8 and lasting
7-8 weeks. Females onlyDec or Mar grads or
alumni. All degrees

cation Bldg
Dr. Arthur Neal, professor
ol sociology, will moderate
the panel. A member of the
Toledo chapter of the
National Abortion League, a
Toledo University faculty
member, a doctor and a
member of the Foundation
of Life Movement (formerly
Right to Life Movement i
complete the panel

Sign up for interviews
with a representative from
Camp Glen Girl's Camp will
be today through March 26
in the Office of Student
The panel is the program
Employment, 460 Student
for the winter meeting of
Services Bldg
Phi Kappa Phi. all-campus
The camp is located near
academic honorary. It is
Tiffin and will be in session
open to the public
June 18 through Aug. 18.
Positions for units
DOONESBURY
counselors, waterfront
director,
waterfront
assistants.
handicraft
i£AH, PROfC^OR
diractw. C.I.T director and
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PICTURE FRAMING
HAG^R STUDIO

Thanks for a great tea.
Sig Eps! Gamma Phi
Pledges.

The Restaurant Club will hold a short organizational
meeting tonight at 7 00 p.m. in the Living Center of
the Home Ec. Building
The Rink Rats will hold a meeting tonight at 7 OOp m
In room 112 Hayes Hall.
The Sociology Undergraduate Interest Group will hold
a meeting today at 5:00 p.m. in the Perry Room of the
Union
The BGSU Karate Club will hold • practice session
tonight from Mpm. in »1 rtayes Hall
Sorority Spring Rush Registration will take place
from now until the end of the quarter in 440 Student
Services Building from 0-1. and 1-5
"The Denouement" by Thomas Murry, will be
presented by Sendra Perky's Speech 141 Class, today
at 5 00 p m in 115 Education Building Admission is
free
RIDES

9111

Two need ride to Western
New York Spring break.
Call 2-4893 or 2-4795.

1-2 f roommates lor
spring House close to
campus Call 354-4284

LOST AND FOUND

Fem roomie needed to

Lost - 3 mo old female
beagle pup near Troupe
fc ("lough Brn. face, blk
body, white tip on tail
Wearing choker chain
3520686.

sublet spring qtr Kris,

HELP WANTED
Waitresses, waiters and
cooks 21 yrs. old older.
Full & part time
positions now hiring
Pixia Inn Stadium View
Plata
Need drivers with own
cars for spring quarter.
Hourly rate plus
mileage. Apply at Mr.
Ed's Pina Pub
March graduates wanted
for Restaurant management and supervisory
positions in Cleveland
area Company plans on
opening 11 last-foods
restaurants this year.
Send resume to Piccadilly Properties. 1148
Euclid Avenue, Suite 41].
Cleveland. Ohio 44114
WSI SENIOR
LIFESAVER - Luckey Quarry.
Pt time year round job
oppt. plus living space on
premises. 833-2701
wetksnds only.
WANTED
1 M. rmte for spring.
Imm occ. 354-4014.
1 male to sublet 4 man
apart, sariag qtr. 352

352-0179
1 or 2 people to sublease
apt in Thurstin Manor
for summer Call 3528122 or 352-9346.
1 f. rmmt. for nest yr.
372-4574 or 372-4489 Must
sign lease soon (Cherry
HUH
Volunteers needed for
day care for Women's
Coalition. Please contact
VIP or Debbie Thorp at
352-8214 for more information.
1 female roommate
needed for spring
quarter 965 month. Call
352-7858.
Need 1 male to rent apt.
at Haven House Manor
352-9378.
One female looking for
female apartment roommates next year. Call
Burns at 352-9205
One female roommate
for spring quarter. Call
Vlckye. 352-4392
Wanted: Anyone who has
lived in a commune for
any length of time.
Please call 372-4373 after
7pm

GUITAR LESSONS - Experienced teacher will
give inexpensive lessons
in your home Call now
for a spring quarter
ktsaon 352-5300
INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL lo Europe. The
Middle East. The Far
East. Africa, or practically anywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you find the
least expensive way lor
getting where you want
to go. Phone us toll-free.
24 hours a day. at (8001
223-5561
Abortion
Information
Service Clinic very close
to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle Call
collect 24 hour service.
216-631-1557
For your PHOTOGRAPHIC needs: Portraits, passports, applications and etc.
Weissbrod Studio 123 W.
Wooster Ph 354-9041.
20th Century Sounds Rent for your party
Gap--352-6446
Electronic repairs - TV..
Stereo, tape, phono Fast
quality Service at
reasonable rates R.J.s.
309 S Main Ph 353-2291
Open till t 30.
PERSONALS
Thanks to everyone for
all the support at last
Thursday's big victory
over the Phi Dells. SUy
psyched for the tournament. The Apes
Love to Peggy on this
special day. The Alpha
Phis
Alpha Phi is proud of KT
and Jeanne, our new
Golden Torch Members.
The breakfast was great
a> It sure was a surprise.
Thanks. The Alpha Gam
Pledger
Applications for the 1975
Key editor are now availabac at the Key Office.
310 Student Services

Moonshiners say - Get
psyched lor your hunt.
Bigs!
3rd Anniversary week at
D.J s! Sign up how for
free drawing. Health
Foods - Bicycles - shirt snack 115 W Merry. 3529175
Freddie Falcon Applications are now available
in 405 Stud Serv . Mon. •
Fn . 8-5. Applications
musl be in by March 8
Congrats Connie on
Golden Torch Alpha Chi
Love. Your Family
The Formal was great 4c
we had a flamin' good
time at the flamer The
Alpha Gam Pledges
Congrats to Becky. Lori.
Donna. Patti. Shortsy &
especially Jan. We're
proud of you The Alpha
Gam Pledges.
Ott - Congrats on Golden
Torch and Florence
Currier Award! Love in
KD. Lil Rita and Gran
LilDebe
Hoger. with you as my
Big Brother I've got to be
happy
Golden Heart
Love, your Little Sis.
Linda.
TV Earth Watch New
evening course for
spring
Includes TV
programs viewed at
home and Stud projects
on broad topic of
environmt. 3 credit hrs.
independent study. For
info contact Experimental Stud.. 540 Educ .
2-2254
Magic, thanks for being
my best friend. Please
stick around. Snooxy
FOR SALE
66 Butck Special - New
tires, battery, good body.
8485 Phone 372-3079.
74 Monte Carlo with all
the extras, must sell.
Call 352-7824 from 7-9
p.m.
1988 Kirkwood mobile
home. 12 iSO . two
bedrooms, washer-dryer,
air cond . large utility
shed - Gypsy Lane Eat

Natural gas - Phone 3530074
Custom 200 amp 3 12
speakers Good rock
amp With cover 1350
Call afternoons tTol.i
382-8431
FOR RENT
APARTMENTS
RENT-352-4671

TO

Furn 2 bed mobile
home, in quiet rural
setting • new carpet No
pels please 353-7104 for
appt
Nice 2 bed apts lor 4
students. Furn
A C
Summer 4 Fall rentals
with 9 mo leases and
special summer rates
Buff Apts 1470 and 1490
Clough
Call 354-7541
anytime or 353-3143
evenings alter 7 for information
NOW RENTING FOR
FALL QUARTER.
FURN
2 bed , 2 baths. 1225 mo 3
occupants 1240 mo 4
occupants
1 bed furn . 2 adults 8170
mo.
Above prices are for a 9
mo lease, beat & water
furn.. loxer prices lor 1
year lease. Call now lor
our low summer rates
and inspection 352-4394
or 1-893-9982 collect
Apartment for rent. 2
bedroom
furnished
Avail in March. Call 3529378
Rent Apartment No 55
Cherry Hill. 250 S.
College Dr 1195 month
Starting spring Inquire
at apartment
Very large 4 man apts
near towers, furnished 4
A/C. Now renting for
summer It next school
year
Phone 3529302
from 1-5
352-7365
evening s
NOW LEASING
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom apartments for four students.
Big closets, carpeting
throughout.
good
locations
Apartment
buildings located at 521
East Merry and 824 Sixth
Street Phone 353-7381 for
further information.
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Popular Culture Hall of Fame
to open in Grad Center next fall
Beginning next fall students may be able to tot a
letting of an old movie
studio, or read copies of
Marvel comics In languages
from Italian to Japanese
These and other items will
be available to students and
the general public when the
Popular Culture Hall of
Fame opens.
Ray Browne, Popular
Culture Center director,
•aid the hall of fame has
been developing for about a
year.
"In fact, it is a reality."
said Browne. "The only
hold-up at the moment is the

Reform official
to talk tonight

Gold

Harvey
Kapnlck.
chairman of the government
reform committee of the
U.S.
Chamber
of
Commerce, will speak at 8
p.m. tonight on the role of
business in government
reform.
Sponsored by Beta Alpha
Psi. national accounting professional society, the free
speech will be in the
Historical Suite, Union.

Americans «og«t lo combat inflation bought U.S. $20 gold coins like thoto last
wook for $360 apioco in Now York City. (AP Wiroohoto)

pieces

Court rules on veteran benefits
WASHINGTON (API The Supreme Court ruled
eight to one yesterday that
Congress may properly deny
veterans education benefits
to conscientious objectors
who perform civilian
service as an alternative to
the draft.
There is a rational basis
for treating veterans and
conscientious objectors
iCO.fi differently, (he
court said since the .inn ol
the benetit lav. is to make
military service more
attractive and to aid in readjustment alter the dis

ruptive effects oi
duty m the service

charge of transporting a
firearm on an airliner from
New York to New Orleans
while under indictment
Brown said his rights were
compromised by the government's electronic surveillance He was sentenced to
five years and fined $2,000
-Agreed to review an Illinois judge's threat of
contempt proceedings
against Chicago delegates at
the 1972 Democratic
convention
THE COl'RT also limited
the Federal Power Com
missions and the Federal

active

active duty in the service

Justice

William

«>

Douglas, the lone dissenter,
said denial of veteran
benefits to C.O.I worked a
penalty on those who
refused to compromise their
religious scruples and thus
interfered with the Iree
exercise of religion.
IN OTHER action, the
court
-Refused to disturb the
conviction of black militant
II Rap Brown on a federal

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

Communication Com
missions power Ol
regulation over the
industries
Writing for the court it.
both cases Douglas said the
fees closely resemble taxes
which ran only be levied by
Congress Fees may be
collected by a public agency
which giants a henelit not
shared by olhei members ot
society
But. Douglas
continued the lees arc
wrongly collected when they
are used to del lay the cost
oi protecting the public
interest

Your Headquarters
for Head & Body Gear
in Bowling Green

QUARTER LEASES
Available Spring Only
CALL US FOR INFO
352-6248

WORLDLY GOODS

THE ILLINOIS Court of
Appeals upheld the authority
of the Cook County Circuit
Court to issue an injunction
prohibiting a slate of George
McGovern delegates from
taking seats at the
convention in favor of the
elected slate of delegates of
Mayor Richard J Daley
The Supreme Court
declined to step into the
question last summer,
throwing it instead to the
convention itself, where the
Daley slate was ousted.

matter of providing housing
for it."
He said the east half of a
reading room in the
Graduate Center is the location for the hall of fame
now.
"There are no real
problems concerning the
situation," he added. "It's
just a simple matter of
putting locks on the doors."
Browne said that although
an attempt was made to
acquire room in the Library
for the project, it was not
approved.
"One other place that we
would like to try to get is the
old Bowling Green Library
downtown when they move
into the new one," he said.
BROWNE SAID the hall of
fame will be a two-fold
project. A visible part will
be open to the general
public, while behind it will
be a section with research
facilities
"This will especially aid
the students here in the
sociology, history, English
and speech departments,"
he remarked.
The director commented
that the hail of fame will be
strong in the media field.
TV scripts, programs, old
movies and manuscripts
from popular writers will be
displayed.
"There will also be
sections to It-a library
section and a leisure
section," said Browne. "The
leisure section will include
all types of materials that
reflect the leisure life of
Americans."
THE POPULAR Culture
Hall of Fame, to be modeled
after baseball and football
halls of fame has had the
support from several
people, according to
Browne.
"Norman Lear, producer
of "All in the Family;" Stan

Congratulations

Lee. the cartoonist; and
Irving Wallace, the novelist;
have all urged us to go ahead
with it." he said
Browne explained that the
hall of fame will be
controlled by a board of
governors who will include
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr.. Sam Grogg. a
Popular Culture instructor.

Cheerleading clinics set
Workshops for potential
varsity women cheerleaders
will be held from 6:304 p.m.
March 27 and 28 in Memorial
Hall
Semifinals will be held
April 1, another clinic on
April 2 and final tryouts

Men's cheerleading tryouts will be held April 17.
Details will be printed in a
later edition of the News

in simulation contest
The University Marketing
Club was one of four overall
industry winners in the
Intercollegiate
Business
Games held recently at
Emory University in
Atlanta. Ga. ,
The contest is a
simulation of a realistic
business situation consisting
of marketing, finance and
accounting decisions made
over a period of three years
Winners are determined
on skill displayed in usage of
generally accepted business
principles, an annual report
and a presentation justifying
simulated managerial
policies.

"ST'

THE TEAM consists of
four seniors enrolled in the
college of Business
Administration. They ran a
simulated business called
Falconware Incorporated.
Team members were
Dennis Cherney. Falconware president, Gary Steele.
Falconware comptroller.
Karen Trimbur, Falconware
vice president of marketing,
and Cathy Walters, Falconware vice president of
production.
Marketing Club's advisor
it Dr. John Holmes,
associate professor of
marketing.
The team was financially
backed by the University's
Parents Club.
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Love,
Your Alpha Phi Sisters

across from Kohl Hall

April 3
Freshmen, sophomore and
junior women are eligible.

Marketing club wins

Dawn Shepp. The
Mardi Gras
Beauty

904 EAST WOOSTER ST.

Virginia Slranahan, a
Perrytburg trust**, Athel
Bryan, a Bowling Green
trustee, and himself
Browne said that although
the hall of fame will be
funded by the University to a
small extent since the University provides the
housing, a small admission
fee may have to be charged.

Mason's pre-season goal
falls short by one game
By Dai Garfleid
Assistant Sports Editor

Falcon it.r K.vm MocDonaW (21) slams a Si. Louii player at goalie Mike liul
'30) an6 M"" Ba,,l#y ''8) "w^ ,0 cl#ar ,h* P"*' du,in9 earlier uaion action.
Tn
« BG skaters, split a two-gam* torus with Air Force last wookond taking
Friday night's oncountor, 6-2, and losing tho following evening, 2-1.
(Nowtphoto by Joseph Oarwal)

Smash
*"'****

COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo-Hidden in toe filet of
Bowling Green's hockey
coach Ron Mason is a note
that reads the team will
finish 20-17 this season.
The pre3eason prediction
by Falcon coach Mason was
shattered last Saturday
after the Falcons dropped a
2-1 decision to the Air Force
Academy.
USAFA's Falcon edition
took it on the chin Friday
night, 6-2, as result of fine
skating and line play from
Brian Celentano. Tom Esper
and Rich Costello and timely
scoring from Roger Archer,
Steve Ball and Bob Dobek
who picked up his fifth hat
trick of the season.
THE BOMBS began to fall
on the Air Force midway
through the first period
when BG's "Mr. Goal''
(DobekI took a Doug Ross
pass from the right-corner,
and Costello found a hole in
Cadet goalie Al Morrison's
glove to send it home.
The Cadet's and local
patrons were up at arms
questioning the calls made
by the two referee's and one
linesman Mason previously
said he favored the three-

official system, but last
Friday's group was "too
much."
"I've got no comment,"
said Mason on the officials
after the 6-2 win Friday.
"The system is okay, but
they were too much. When
you win. you forget about
it."
The altitude-7.000 feet
(give or take a few)~didn't
take its toll on the BG
players in the first game as
they racked-up three goals
in the third and decisive
period.
Dobek tallied his recordincreasing hat trick goal at
the 10:01 mark of the third
stanza, passing Mike
Bartley's 1972-73 efforts by
two. Bartley still leads the
team with eight career hats.
Dobek has six.
Nestled outside Dobek's
tally were additional goals
by Celentano and Ross,
sending most of the 1,620
onlookers to the gates.
CAPTURING HIS seventh
straight triumph in the nets
since the Christmas
holiday's. Al Sarachman
totaled 28 saves in raising
his record to 8-3. Sarachman's quick moves and fast
lap-away strategy foiled the
AFA Falcons from entering
the scoring column through-

Performances spur mixed emotions
By Jerry Masek
"I'm happy to be going to
the nationals but I'm
disappointed about not
winning the league.'' Dennis
ONeil said
O'Neil's reaction was
typical of the five Falcon
matmen who qualified for

the NCAA national wrestling
championships
last
weekend.
They placed in the top
three of their weight classes
at the Mid-American
Conference
(MAC)
wrestling
championships,
but none are going to the

The BG Ne

nationals as a league
champion.
The five Falcons are Bill
Frazier at 126 lbs., Joe
Kosch at 126 lbs., Steve
Taylor at 150 lbs, ONeil at
158 lbs. and heavyweight
John Jacquot
Sophomore Tom Hall
placed fourth at 142 lbs. and

"S PORTS
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Arnold paces jayvees
past football all-stars
By Dick Rees
Stall Writer
John Arnold's dream
come true would be to play
every game against the
Falcon Football All-Stars

New
tourney
taps TU
ST 1.(11 IS lAPl Selee
tion committee members
for the Collegiate torn
missioners
Association
basketball tournament
beginning March 14 Uibbeil
Arizona State
Bradlej
Southei n Methodist and
Toledo .is (he ('('As IIIsi
toui entries yesterday
chuck Nemas commissioner ol (he Big Kighl Conlerenee s.nd the tournament'l eight club Held
would he tilled by (he end nl
the week from among
schools in five major college
conferences, including the
Big Eight. Big Ten Pacific

Bight. Southeastern
Southern

and

A 6'5" sophomore. Arnold
ripped (he Anderson Arena
nets fur 33 points last
Saturday evening as the
Bowling Green JV hoop
crew defeated the football
stars. 110-86. Last season in
a 120-64 romp over the AllStars. Arnold connected for
39 points and had 30
rebounds
The JV's controlled the
action from the start, as
they rolled to a 7-0 score,
and then took leads of 24-8
and 54-27 before heading to
the dressing room with a 6441 halftime lead

DAVE Sl'TTON, starting
his first contest all season
lor the JV's. plugged in 14
points and added nine
rebounds
Steve Lamb
matched Sutton's point total
on a seven-of-11 night from
the field.
Hipsher and Emmett
Cheatham had 11 markers
each with Jay Underman
adding nine. John Derry1*111 hitting for eight and
Hank Stephens and Harry
Steve tallying five apiece.
Hipsher was the leading
rebounder (or the young
Falcons with 14 boards

COACH Rick Schneider's
junior varsity, ending its
season with a 10-3 record,
took a total of 107 shots in
the contest
Statistically the two
teams were fairly even,
same lor shots attempted
The JV's shot 41 per cent
Irom the field, the gridders
shot 40 per cent The
Football all-stars shot 67 per
cent (rom the free throwline and the JV's shot 63 per
cent

LEADING the football
squad was Dave Turner who
had 12 points and nine
rebounds Turner, who was
a member of the freshman
team two years ago that
featured Cornelius Cash.
Skip Howard and Jeff
Montgomery, employed a
dazzling array of moves en
route
to his fine
performance
All-star coach Carlos
Jackson, whose team bowed
out with an 0-1 log, used a
total of 17 players in the
contest.

The second half saw some
wide-open play. Arnold
being the star attraction
with his dunk shot and Dan
Hipsher lending support
with behind-lhe-back passes

^^

The residents of 4th floor Batchelder
would like to sincerely thank:

Captola Harris
"Peanuts" and
for a wonderful
"unbirthday" surprize

THANKS!!

"I FELT good and I felt
bad. too." Frazier said. "I
fell good about winning, but
bad about beating my best
friend."
Frazier and Latham tied
each other in a dual meet
this season. 1-1, but Frazier
won 5-1 Saturday
"I was afraid of him
before," Frazier said. "1
was light and cautious This
time I went after him and
beat him I pulled a muscle
in my shoulder earlier in the
tourney and I had to ignore
the pain."
Kosch. a sophomore
competing in his first
tournament.
pinned
Eastern's Russ Danielson in
1:34 to place third
"I feel pretty good."
Kosch said, "but I should
have taken at least second "
A senior, Taylor finished
the season undefeated (9-0).

Gymnastics
The Falcon women's
gymnastics team took
second place in last
Saturday's triangular meet
with Kent State and Ball
State, but failed to place in
the top three spots of the
five events
Kent State tallied 9055.
followed by BG with 67 55
and Ball State with 63 70.

Char Broiled Sinks tad
Chop.
Full Court* Family Dia11 VARIETIES
PANCAKES A WAFFLES
Opra Taei thru Sal. 7:»-t
Sunday! 7:3*-7:M

,

^^JlJKWl \,

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
AV

but fell in the first round. He
wrestled back and placed
third with an 8-4 decision in
(he consolations
"IT WAS hard to get
psyched up for today's
match", a sweaty Taylor
said. "I really wanted first
place, and when I couldn't
get that, it was bad
ONeil fell to Central's
John Matthews, 4-2. in

Saturday's finals to place
second.
"I know none of us are
going as champs." the
senior said, "but I don't
think that matters. At the
NCAA everyone starts
over."
The NCAA tourney will be
held at Iowa State in Ames.
Iowa, March 1416. with 36
wrestlers competing in each
weight class

Intramural notes
The Sigma Phi Epsilons. with a record tying first place
and two seconds won the 1974 Indoor Relay championship
with 20 points Kappa Sigma finished second with 15 points.
Members of the four lap relay team, which tied the meet
record at 55.5, were Dave Thomas. John Buckholy. Mark
Voly and Tom Rubin.

•••

Phi Delta Theta captured the 1974 fraternity handball
doubles title as they stopped the Sigma Phi Epsilon in the
finals 21-8 and 21-10. Willie Straw and Mike Wilcox
represented the Phi Delta Theta team with Bill Golden and
Tom Conway swinging for the Sigma Phi Epsilons.

jfo-am

leading scorer Chuck Delicti
stole a pass from Duffy
Smith' to Al Leitch and
scampered home for the
breakaway score.
Delicb's goal, his 43rd of
the season, tied him with
Dobek for Uw nation's lead
in that department. That
goal also tied the game
which was delicately held in
BG hands for most of the
third period.
Liut finished with 33
saves, after the Academy
sestet scored with only 1:16
left in the contest. The
Cadets, finishing the season
with a 12-15 mark, carried
their retiring coach into the
locker room after the game,
while the BG Falcons. 19-18,
went dejectedly off the ice.

For the BG Falcons, a 20win season was within reach
as many as 58 minutes into
Saturday's battle. After an
AFA tally at 15:12 of the
third period, shutout goaltending by Liut was outshadowed by the charging
Cadets.
The men from the wild
blue yonder rolled with
momentum after their

Women cagers cop
runner-up position
The final score was Ohio
Slate 71, Bowling Green 43,
but for the Falcon women
cagers. the score wasn't
indicative of the type of
game they played.
And to the fans, the score
had little meaning, for they
were entertained by two fine
groups of women, and they
really didn't care who won
"The fans knew that the
two best teams were on the
floor." BG coach Sue Hager
said "The crowd was entertained, something that
women in sports are striving
for. There was an
atmosphere and a relationship between the two teams
that cannot be surpassed "

FRIDAY MORNING
Bowling Green beat Akron
56-45. as Jane Pekarek led
the Falcons with 14 points.
Friday evening the BG
women played probably
their finest game of the
tourney as all 12 team
members scored in the 67-41
triumph over Cedarville
Copeland and Pekarek led a
balanced scoring attack
with 12 markers each. Linda
Hardy chipped in 10 tallies.
It all came down to
Saturday's game with Ohio
State, but the Falcons were
outclassed and outmuscled
by a husky group of Buckeye
women.
HARDY. WHO ended the
game as BGs top scorer
with eight markers, suffered
an injury at the start of the
second quarter that
hampered her play
throughout the remainder of
the contest
Her injury also had an
effect on her teammates
Coach Hager explained,
"The girls are such a tightknit bunch that when Linda
got hurt, it had a depressing
affect on the rest of the
team, and they didn't play
as they're capable of
playing."
The BG women now
advance to the Midwest
Regionals at Indiana State
University The tournament
starts Thursday and runs
through Saturday

SUCH
WERE the
conditions that prevailed
last weekend at Wooster
College where the Ohio State
championships took place.
BG finished second as a
result of their loss to Ohio
State, but the second-place
berth didn't bother Hager.
"The girls weren't
psychologically ready for
the game They had never
been in a championship
situation And Ohio State
was just too physical."
Hager said
The four-day meet began
with BG taking a 54-35
decision over Ohio
Dominican last Thursday
night Cathy Copeland's 17
points paced the Falcon win.

•••

Entries for the 1974 IM swimming meet are due today.
Preliminaries will be at 4:15 p.m. Wednesday in the
Natatorium.

•••

Tom Alborn won the first IM All-Campus racquet ball
tournament as he defeated Russ Frye in the finals 21-8 and
21-18

NIT odds seven teams
NEW YORK (API Seven
more schools-including
Maryland-Eastern Shore
and Cincinnati, last week's
upset victor over 11thranked Marquette, have
accepted berths in the National Invitation Tournament, the NIT committee
announced yesterday
"We've got it. we've got

- FEATURING -

ft

Doris

did not qualify for the
NCAA
Frazier. a freshman, had
to beat his former wrestling
teammate from Toledo
Rogers High School. Charlie
Latham of Kent State, in the
consolation match.

out the third period.
With the challenge of
winning the last game ol
coach Vic Heyliger's career,
the AFA icers faced a twosided problem Saturday
Were they going to play as
hard as they could for their
coach or were they going to
lose one for the gipper''

it." cheered an exhuberant
John Bates, coach of Maryland-Eastern Shore, at 26-1
the winningest college
basketball team in the
nation.
"It's a great feeling." said
Bates, whose team is an
NAIA member but decided
this year to participate in
the NIT rather than the
NAIA regionals "This is
what we've been after. This
campus is in a state of bedlam." It's the first time the
school has been to the NIT
Others accepting bids to
the post-season tournament
at Madison Square Garden
March 16-24 were Rutgers.
18-7; Utah. 19-7; Boston
College 18-8; Fairfield. 17-8.

and Connecticut. 18-7. said
Ken Norton, vice president
of the NIT committee and
athletic director at Manhattan College.
CINCINNATI.
19-7.
defeated then eighth-ranked
Marquette 92-77 Saturday to
clinch its invitation to the
NIT The Bearcats, who also
have beaten No. 18 Louisville twice this year, are led
by 6'5" Lloyd Batts.
averaging 21 points a game.
Batts' brother. Boyd. is a
starter for the University of
Hawaii, one of four teams
picked earlier to compete at
the NIT. The other earlier
selections were St. John's.
N.Y.. Manhattan and Massachusetts.

ALPHA DELTA PI
congratulates their new

ACTIVES
TERRY ALTFATER
JUDY BELL
CHERYL BUKALA
LINDA GAINES
CAROLYN GEE
CHERI HALL
MARTHA KLAUS
MELANIE KNISELY
LYNN LOWERY
ANITA SKAFF
VICKI WOLLPERT

Lifters snare third
Bowling Green's weightlifting club finished third in
the Ohio Collegiate Powerlifting Championships
recently.
Mark Frutchi paced the
BG lifters as he won the
super heavyweight division
Frutchi also set records in
the bench press (Ml), squat
press 15001 and deadlift
(555)
The Falcons scored a
team total of 15 points Cincinnati won the meet with 24
points and Ohio University
finished second with 16
points
The only other first place
finisher for Bowling Green
was Wayne Moinclin in the
220-lb class who set a Ohio
Collegiate squad record of
400 pounds
Greg Sushinski. who
finished second for BG in the

same class, set a team
deadlift record of 490
pounds
Other outstanding performances were turned in by
Jack Lautermilch in the 165lb. class, who set a team
deadlift record of 490
pounds, and Sid Anderson in
the 181-lb class who set a
team squat record of 400
pounds
Both Lautermilch and
Anderson finished third in
their classes
Rich Stovarski. Butch
Kirk. Tim Kolar and Steve
Sova were other Falcons
who placed at the event.
The only other first place
finisher for Bowling Green
was Wayne Moinclin in the
220-lb class, who set a Ohio
Collegiate squat record of
400 pounds.

Cultural Boost Presents:

BACHMAN-TURNER
OVERDRIVE
&

McKendree Spring
&

The Whiz Kids

FRIDAY
MARCH 8th
8:00 P.M.
MEMORIAL HALL
•4.25
IN ADVANCE
A Plantland Production

Tickets: BGSU Student Union,
Finders Records, Metamorphosis

